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Food complaints center on Wright Station 

by Samuel Latham To find out what students are at least one national fast food would give the students a clear and now it's happening with 
In the past few months a lot really thinking, the Guardian chainoncampus. _ ' choi~e, something for ARA," professes one student. · 
has been said about the quality took a random unscientific poll " T hey need competition, - everybody." "To get rid of them (ARA), 
of food and service provided by of students eating or sitting in make it competitive, I'd like to "The students don't have you might get somebody worse, 
ARA Slater, the campus the four campus foodservice see McDonalds here" was one 'much choice, foodservice at but you might get somebody 
foodservice. operations. student's plea. Wright State is a 'monopoly'," better," added another. 
Most of it has been what the A majority of the students · Another said, "The center Claimed one student. Prices were brought up 
members of the Foodservice would like to see a different cafeteria is all right, they shpuld "It seems they never do numerous times at all of . the 
committee think , administrators approach to the problem of keep it , but they should put anything to make it better until facilities. 
or indirect rumors of student providing food for the students. something like Burger Chef they get ready to kick them off 
dissatisfaction. Most of them would like to see where Wright Station is. It campus; it hap1;>ened with Saga [Continued on page 2] 
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Ross reliqu·sh1ng aider reins 
by Dave Stickel Belmont High. year and the green and gold have 
It came as a shock to the press It took only three seasons for compiled an 11-7 record thus far 
media when Wright State the fledgling program to develop this season. 
athletic director, Don Mohr, into a winner .... The Raiders Miami University head coach 
announced Friday morning that flnished with an exceptional Darrell Hedric paid the 
head men's varsity basketball 17-5 · record in 197 2·73. That basketball program quite a 
coach, John Ross, was stepping follo~ed with a 17 -8 mark last (Continued on p 11] 
down and relinquishing his 
duties at the end of the season. WOBC constitution 
Ross will become a full-time 
assistan~ director of the Physical 
Education building. "My Ok'd by student affairs 
decision to step down has 
nothing to do with the players," by Bob Zeid secretary and parliamentarian. 
comments Ross, "I've been in Student Affairs committee The president and vice president
coaching long enough (26 years). met last Wednesday, giving are elected in the Spring quarter
1 guess I'm just getting a little unanimous approval to the while the remaining 18 seats are 
tired. '' Western Ohio Branch Campus filled in the Fall quarter . 
The new position will be constitution. The constitution Nominitions of all candidates 
occupied by Ross when the .-. ::.. go before the Academic will be by petition and petitions
vacant coaching job is filled next Council and then WSU President for the presidency or vice 
month. "Coach Ross will be my ·Robert · · Kegerris for final presidency will have to be signed
right hand man i~ making approval. by 50 students. 
decision that involves . the The constitution was approvedThe WOBC student bodyathletic department," Mohr with few revisions except forconsists of about '700 studentscontinued, "The -coaching job is grammatical error or phrasing togoverned by a Student Senate.wide open for applicants and I clarify ~tatements. But JonSandy Merkle, President of thehope to fill the position as soon Dou ghty , Studentsenate says the concept of as possible." Representative, mentioned theresenators has worked since 1969In 1969 Ross accepted the was no recall p·rovisions. "Itand finds it functional.challenge of starting a basketball seems like you're pretty muchThe Student senate will consistprogram at WSU. His team that cocooned from the students.of twenty students, five ofyear played a junior varsity Like once you're in, you'rewhich will be officers: president,schedule while Ross continued pretty much accountable to justvice president , treasurer,his teaching assignment at yourselves." 
. "It's_hard enough just to get 
students involved. I would beBill introduced to put 
happy if tl~e -student body had 
enough interest to want to recall 
a member," said Linda Ellinger ,students on trustees a student from WOBC. Later, a 
provision was written into theby Gary Floyd trustees tor two year terms." constitution giving the power of
While there are efforts~ to put Stinziano, whose 30th House 
~ 
recall by two thirds vote of the 
); "<;, students on college and district in~ludes Ohio State 
Pornography is a side of life most students would expect to student body.departmental promotion ' and University, · said the proposal 
see as consumers, if at all. But one WSU student is involved After the approval of thetenure committees, one Ohio would not reach the House floor 
with the production side of things. To learn about the not­ constitution, the committeelegislator is trying to get for another four or five weeks,
so-fine aft see page 9. [Hazel Palileo photo] reviewed the budget for thestudents on Boards of trustees. but has already gotten 13 Ombudsers Office.Ohio Representative Michael P co-sponsors and has a good "I think it's important if thereStinziano (D-CQlumbu s) chance for passage. is an Ombudsers office we keepStearns only grad e11try currently has a bill in the Ohio "Similar legislation failed four it open," said Joanne Risacher,House Legislative Service years ago," said Stinziano, who Assistant Dean of Students. At aby !Abby Keller commitments." committee which would put was. the sponsor of Ohio's budget board meeting two weeksThe vacancy of a graduate Stearns, as the only candidate, students and faculty members _landlord-tenant bill and Ohio's earlier, Paul J>hil!ips, Ombudser,representative in Student Caucus will run unopposed and needs on the boar~ of trustees of state equal rights amendment. '~But it proposed payroll cutbacks.Will more than likely be filled by only one vote to win the supported institutions. really is important to have The Ombudser would work 47Etta Stearns, the only graduate election. The regularly scheduled "The bill would allow students students on decision making weeks a year while two of thestudent to submit a petition for election period of February 10, to elect their representatives on bodies, like the board ofthe seat. four assistant ombudsers would11, and 12 may. be shortened to . the board," said Stinziano from trustees." work 33 weeks a year. The otherA.ccording to Caucus chairer only one day bec·ause o(the lack his Columbus office. "They "Trustees make decisions
Robert ~ Harvey, " We need of opposition. would be full voting members of which affect thousands of 
two ass'istant would work 43 
week.s. Also in the proposedS<>m~ne · with a strong iilterest. I Stearns, a 22 year old History the board." students, and there hasn't been plan, the assistants would makehave contacted many graduate major, is in her fifth . year at "The appropriate faculty any avenue for student input. $2.15 per hour while thestud~nts_ but they feel that they council would also choose two .. Hopefully , my bill will change[Continued on page .2]already · have .too many other faculty members to seat on the that.'; [Continued on page 2) 
Wright Station dr~ws comments 

George Gallup, noted pollster, will appear t~morroiv at 4 
pm, in Delman auditorium as part of the WSU Artist's & 
Lecture series. The talk is free and open to the public. 
Stearns submits petition 
for Student Caucus seat 
[Continued from page 1] campus and I would like to get 
involved in changing these major 
Wright State. She said, "I like and minor aggravation," Stearn 
the idea of getting students added. She has bad not student 
involved in the administration. I governmeQt experience at WSU. 
want to act as a conduit between About the lack of candidates 
students and administration 'to Caucus chairer Robert Harvey 
carry information in and out. said, "I'm very disappointed in 
"There are some things which the result. However, we can't 
I am displeased with around make them run." 
[Continued from""page 1] 
One student summed up the 
feelings of most of the students 
when he said, "If their profits 
are down, it's because they 
charge so much that they've 
priced themselves out of the 
student's reach ." 
Another said, "I bring my 

lunch because I don't have 

enough money to eat here and 

it's not that good here." 

Most of the people in the 
University Center cafeteria felt 
.. 	 the service and food was either 
better or, at worst, no worse 
than when Saga was on campus. 
"They both taste the same. I 
give ARA the better of the 
two," said a student eating lunch 
in the center. 
"I wish the people in the 
center would be friendlier. What 
the hell, they're going to be 
there all day and they might as 
well be friendly," another 
commented. 
"I think the dorm specials are 
great, I've started eating in here 
three and four times a week 
since they started them," stated 
one student. 
Wright Station was a sore 
subject for most of the students. 
"It comes' on like a fast food 
service, but it doesn't have the 
quality or the prices," moaned 
one student. 
"I was in there one time and 
got ripped off on coffee and 
have never been there since," 
said another. "The cor"fee 
corrodes your stomach," added 
another. 
"The cleanliness around here is 
horrible, if I did that in a 
restaurant I'd get fired," 
lamented another. 
"The little specials they have 
are about the only thing that's 
improved," criticized another. 
"The only thing they've 
accomplished with those dividers 
is to inhibit any interaction," 
said one patron. "The booths are 
nice but a lot of times one 
person will sit down and take up 
the whole booth," noted 
another. 
"The quality of their 
hamburgers is atrocious" and 
"they don't keep things warm" 
was echoed numerous times. 
In the Rathskeller, students 
were fairly happy except for the 
lack of peanuts, coldness of the 
cold sandwiches, and the high 
price of beer and pizza. 
"50 cents for a beer this big is 
outrageous, you can get beer 
cheaper anywhere," complained 
one student. 
"When they say cold 
sandwich, they shouldn't mean 
right out of the fridge," 
commented one student. 
"I don't buy the pizza, it's too 
high priced, but I do like it," 
explained one student. 
"I'd like them to get peanuts 
in here all the time, having them 
·on Fridays is a step in the right 
direction, but it would be best 
to always have them," another 
said. 
A11 yn Hall Lounge was 
generally perceived as a good 
thing but lack of seating and 
cleanliness were main objections. 
"There's not enough places to 
sit if you want to eat, and the 
ones that are here are usually 
filthy,'' summed up a patron. 
Almost all students polled felt , 
Wright Station should be 
abolished, commercial fast food 
chain replacing it, the university 
center cafeteria and the 
rathskeller should be kept pretty 
much the way they are, and the 
Allyn Hall lounge should be 
expanded. Prices should be 
lowered, and bet t er 
communication lines between 
students and the people in ­
charge of running the 
foodservice be set up. 
Ok's WOBC plan 

[Continued from page 1] 
Ombudser would be on stipend, 
averaging $60 per week for a 36 
week period and $45 a week for 
the 11 weeks in the summer. 
Risacher said she was satisfied 
the staff was not being overpaid. 
Charles Hartmann, chairer, 
moved on to Robert Harvey's 
(chairer of Student Caucus) 
proposal for increased student 
participation on the University 
Petitions committee. Presently, 
only one student, Bob Brandt, 
~rves on that committee. 
"I thought traditionally there 
were three students but last 
year, since there was no 
stipulation for three, it was 
~ 
"Snovvball'' 
dance Feb 22 
The first annual Snowball 
dance will be held February 22, 
in the University Center 
Cafeteria. The dance, sponsered 
by WSU's Inner-Club council , 
will commence immediately 
after the Wright State-Central 
State basketball game in the PE 
building, and will go until 1 am. 
The shindig will cost persons 
with basketball tickets 50cents, 
with a price of $1 for persons 
without the ticket stubs. 
Zsa-Zsa will provide the rock 
and roll for the dance, which 
will also feature / free 
refreshments and 15 cent beer. 
"What we wanted to do is 
establish a WSU tradition" said 
ICC chairer Kathy Kreitzer. 
''We'd like to sponser a Winter 
quarter dance every year." 
reduced to one," said Bev 
Tanamachi, Caucus Science and 
Engineer rep. 
The Petitions committee is 
composed of faculty; one from 
each of the four colleges, one 
frem Nursing, one from WOBC, 
a student, a person appointed by 
the Student Affairs committee 
and a chairer. 
The nine person committee 
will ·go to ten with the second 
student. Harvey and Bruce 
Lyons, Dean of Students, agreed 
that two students would give 
good representation without 
presenti.ng itsel~ .~s a power bloc. 
Hartmann said he 'Yanted as 
much student participation as 
possible and kicked around t he 
idea of one student from each 
college. The proposal for an 
additional student was approved 
unanimously. 
Other persons at the meeting 
included WOBC student Steve 
Baucher, assistant professor of 
Art Edward Levine, assistant 
professor of History Harvey 
Wachtell, Caucus member Chris 
Cornyn, and associate professor 
of History ~llan Spetter. 
NEW YORK (UPJ)-Pull-tab 
ingestion is one of the newest 
medical maladies, says Medical 
Tribune, a newspaper for 
doctors. 
It happens this way: person 
pulls off beverage can and drops 
same inside the can and drinks, 
swallowing tab accidentally . It's 
difficult to pin down. 
The tabs are aluminum ~nd 
don't show up on X-ray once 
inside the anato~y. 
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Economy teach-in atta~ks DP&L Placement expanding 

by Bob Zeid 
"It's a monopoly with utilities. 
You don't go shopping for 
Kunchy Kilowatts or hook up to 
Cincinnati Gas and Electric. 
Y.ou're stuck," said John 
McChesney, a disc jockey from 
Yellow Springs radio station 
WYSO. McChesney spoke about 
Dayton Power and Light's billing 
tactics at the "Economy 
Teach-In" held last Wednesday 
in the student lounge. 
"I feel sorry for those people 
who bought Gold Medallion 
homes years back. The rates, the 
way they are, some electric bills· 
are higher than the mortgages. 
People ·in Chevy Chase are up in 
arms because some are being 
evicted for not being able to pay 
their bills," McChesney said. 
"DP&L is worth 750 million 
dollars. It's a big company but 
certainly not one of the biggest. 
But they're projecting 
construction costs of 770 
million." 
In the past 30 years, according 
to McChesney, electrical use has 
doubled every ten years. 
"Who the hell's going to use all 
that electricity. Not the people. 
Residential use went up about 
1.4% last year and DP&L already 
carries a 30% margin for 
emergencies," McChesney said. 
He further stated that industry 
would be the biggest benefactor 
and it would be paid for by 'us.' 
In 1973, DP&L asked and got 
a 15% rate increase. In June of 
1974, they filed for another 14% 
increase and claim they will have 
to raise rates even more ( 5-8%) 
to cover the costs of low sulfur 
coal and scrubbers for the Tait 
generating plant. 
"DP&L made 27 million 
dollars last year, a 35% increase 
in profits," McChesney said. 
They paid about 3.5% in federal 
corporate taxes when the regular 
tax rate is about 48%. 
"They've got this fuel 
adjustment clause included in 
the bill where they can pass on 
the costs of coal directly to the 
consumer. This is the increase 
that hurts more than the ra.tes 
they're asking for." He said the 
fuel adjustment clause was illegal 
as all rate increases are supposed 
t~ bE'. approved by Public 
Utilities Commission of Ohio 
(PUCO). 
McChesney said industry uses 
approximately 40% of the 
available · electricity. Residents 
use 33% with the other 23% 




monday, february 10 
biomedical engineering seminar series-12 noon, 108 
fawcett. 'the properties of biomaterials,' dr kirit bhansali, 
wpafb. 
the way campus fellowship-8: 30-9: 00 am, 117 millett. also 
friday same time, tuesday & thursday, 11:15-11:45 am, 
242 fawcett. wednesday, 8: 30-9:00 am, 117 millett for 
grads of the power for abundant living class only. 
university center bqard-10:00 am-4:00 pm, univ center 
lobby. ucb videotape, the gold rush, starring charlie chaplin. 
continuous showings through feb 11. 
revolutionary student brigade-1:00 pm, 270 millett. film, 
revolution until victory, on palestine, israel and the middle 
east. 
tuesday, february 11 
college of education-3: 30 pm, 117 millett. education 
review, 'teaching jobs-how to get one and where they are.' 
wednesday, february 12 
wright state campus ministry-3:00 pm, campus ministry 
-center. bible study conducted by earl synan, wright state 
protestant campus minister. 
eco-action-2: 30 pm, brehm lab library. regular meeting, 
new members welcome. 
wright state campus ministry-12: 10 pm, campus ministry 
center. roman catholic mass conducted by fr mike reaume. 
thursday, february 13 · 
university center board-12 noon, upper hearth lounge, 
univ center. ucb lecture, 'should death be feared'. dr willis 
stoesz, wsu religion department. 
wright state campus ministry-12: 35 pm, campus ministry 
building. roman cath?lic mass celebrated by fr mike 
reaume. 

social work students-2:00 pm, 140 millett. meeting of all 

social work students to discuss practicum grading system 

independent studies, student representatives for promotio~ 

and tenure committees. 

eco-action-12:30 pm, brehm lab library. regular meeting, 

new members welcome. 

friday, february 14 
chemistry dept-3:30 pm, 132 oelman. 'lewis acid-base 
adducts of group v-a hallides', dr howard c knachel, univ of 
dayton. preceded by coffee and cookies. 
antiquities so'Ciety-3:00 pm, 048 university center. second 
organizational meeting. 
university center board-9:00 pm-1:00 am, rathskeller. 
.performance by rosco, a guitarist. 50 cents cover charge, 25 
cents for dorm residents. 
·graduate student community-2:00-4:00 pm, 041 u~iv 
center, general meeting. free beer, all graduate students. 
invited. 
sunday, february 16 
Wright state campus ministry-10:00 . pm, residence hall 
recreation room, roman catholic mass . . 
Jeff Keefe, lead-off speaker, is 
the National Political Education 
and Action coordinator for the 
Union of Radical Political 
Economics. 
Keefe said with inflation 
projected at 11.3% for 1975, the 
poor are getting poorer. "A 
study was made of the inflation 
involving two types of diets. The 
beans and rice diet which is 
common to lower income 
brackets had a 100% increase. 
The meat diet had an increase of 
30%." He said the redistribution 
of wealth is going to upper class 
incomes. 
Keefe said the public has been 
misled on issue of the economy, 
one of them being the idea that 
higher wages drive up prices. 
"Wages are not a cause of 
inflation. That's a real sham." 
"The can sing the songs of 
class harmony but I think we 
should look at it more carefully. 
They're looking for profits and 
we're looking for a better way of 
life," said Keefe. 
Keefe advocated. socialism as a 
more viable economic program 
than capitalism on the basis that 
capitalism didn't offer the 
masses the necessities of life 
even when it worked. 
"In my mind, there's no 
socialism without a revolution. 
It's not an abstract revolution. 
We need jobs." He said 
capitalism can't see the demands 
because they're based on 
maximizing profits. 
The teach-in attendance was 
about 30 peop.le. 
by Jack Farling 
To help combat an ever tightening job market, the 
Placement office has expanded its services with the addition 
of an Office of Career Planning and Placement to meet the 
needs of Wright State students in finding jobs. 
The program, instituted February 1, was introduced and 
developed by Craig Rider, whom will be the program's 
director. 
"We started this program to give the student, 
undergraduate and graduate, as much of an edge as possible 
in getting a job. Also, the workshops being offered will help 
save the student time in their job hunting," explained 
Rider. ­
The w_orkshops being offered are in resume preparation, 
letter writing skills, job hunting and interview techniques. 
These workshops began February 4, and will be offered the 
first Tuesday and Wednesday of each month in hour session 
for each area. Also, they will continue from npw until June 
so that those interested can fit the desired workshop into 
his or her schedule. All workshops will be in room 048 in 
the University Center. 
Below is the schedule of future workshops: 
Day .W.orkshop Evening Workshop 
Resume Job-huntin~ Resume Job-hunting 
March 4 10-11 9-10 6-7 5-6 
March 5 11-12 10-11 6-7 5·6 
April 1 .. 9-10 10-11 5-6 6-7 
April 2 10-11 11-12 5-6 6-7 
May 6 10-11 9-10 6-7 5-6 
IMay 7 11-12 10-11 6-7 5-6 
June 3 9-10 10-11 5-6 6-7 
June 4 10-11 11-12 5-6 6-7 
( CPS/ZNS)-An organization 
of vegetarians says it will 
demand equal time from radio 
and television stations · which 
broadcast public service 
announcements for meat. 
The group, American 
Vegetarians, contends that 

government spots which state 

that meat is one of the four 

basic food groups are 

controversial. They will ask for 

equal- time, the vegetarians say, 

. to express an opposing point of 

view. 
The vegetarians insist tha l 
meat consumption in the U:3 
stimulates starvation in other 
parts of the world because ii. 
requires nearly ten pounds of 
grain to produce a single pound 
of meat. 
In a related item, the US 
department of agriculture has 
calculated that the typical 
American eats about 6.2 tons of 
meat in a lifetime. 
nd! 
The place to go for everythin_g PanasonicI 
Featured this week at Expo is 
Panasonic's RO 309 casette 
densor microphone. 
Operates on AC *39'5 
'b tt · I Panasonic or a enes. (reg. •4995) RQ-309S
-eo-nus-coupon1­
'No purchase necessaryI) 

\Limited time Next to 
·offer! 10%off

All 'blank Kettering 
cassettes 293-1136 





get things straight 
Charges of gross inaccuracv in last Thurs­
dayls promotion and tenure sto~v have been 
hurled against the GUARDIAN by members o f 
Student Caucus, including a letter(see oaoe 
5) from Caucus chairer Robert Harvev. 
Although he is not specific in all of the 
errors he claims exist several(although not 
11) have been brought to our attention. bv 
Harvey and other members of Caucus. "SPEND SENSIBLY, SAVE YOUR MONEY, 
In all cases where specifics have been . AND CUT DOWN ON HIGH PRICED 
named the GUARDIAN stands bv the article as fOODS." 
written. The vote totals reported were t~ose Snyde Comments 
announced at the Academic Council meeting, 




What appears to be happening in this case 
 ARA needs more than ads
(as has' happened at other times in our deal­ ARA-Slater, our campus food
ings with Caucus) is that some of those service, is putting on a big image
members are not willing to live up to what campaign to entice students. In 
they have said when it is repeated in orint. fact, they've printed in our 
Instead they are trying to cover their asses .,paper big half page ads. 
by resorting to fanciful charqes of GUARDIAN 
errors. 
W~ feel it is the members of Student Cau­
cus who can't get what happened straight, not 
the GUARDIAN. 
If they don't wan~ something repeated they 
shouldn't say it, if they sav it thev should 
own up to what they say. To quote Truman, if 
you can't stand the heat, qet out of the 
kitchen. 
Give ;more scholarships 

An Ohio legislator says he thinks colleges 

should give athletic-type scholarships to 

scholars with exceptional academic records. 

Governor James Rhodes then conducted a press 

conference where he said athletics was a major
activity of college life, and provides many 
people with a chance for admittance on the 
basis of their athletic prowess, whereas these 
athletes may have found a problem in obtaining 
a college degree otherwise. 
While we do not deny anyone's right to 

attend college, in fact even suggest that all 

educational systems should be free of charge 

to the public, we disagree with Rhodes' view 





In fact, at some colleges, it is the only
major activity. Colleges also spend big bu~gets 
for athletic departments which are extremely
disproportional to other departments' budgets.
• This is a fact at Wright State. Many 

colleges, like WSU, rely too heavily on the 





We agree that big, athletic-type scholar­
ships should be given to scholars. However, 
we also feel that if Ohio were to make 
higher education free to its citizens, the 
differences between athletic scholarships and 
scholarships for scholars would not be a 
proo1em. 
Too much salt on the earth 
Every time it snows,'the salt trucks seem 
to put too much salt on the campus roads.· This 
turns. the roads a chalky white, and they stay 
that way for. a couple days. 
While we appreciate the workers' concern, 
we feel the amount of salt should be judged by 
t~e amount of snow which is expected, not the 
other way a~ound. 
They've also offered big free 
food gimmicks. 
However, the students don't 
seem to be taking the "bribe" 
campaign. Apparently, they still _ 
view Wright Station in Millett as 
pretty much a failure. 




But at least the University 
Center cafeteria seems to be 
imprQving. The other day, the 
Center cafeteria offered some 
lasagna that was infinitely 
improved from the other Italian 
.dinners ARA has oft:ered. 
Some students have suggested 
that perhaps it would be best if 
ARA stayed in the Center, but 
that the university give Wright 
Station to another rood chain, 
like McDonalds, which is better 
suited to run a fast food service. 
However, I think it would 
probably just be best if Wright 
Station were changed from fast 
· food to something that 
represented the type of service 
we had in Allyn hall other years 
before. 
Perhaps a combination fast 
food/cafete~ia service where hot 
food like hamburgers were 
served in a fast food operation 
manner. 
Personally, one ARA worker 
has told me that the reason 
Wright Station is not working is 
because of the old SAGA, last 
year's food service, employees 
who do not like to cooperate 
with. ARA's management. 
This may be true, but the 
quality of the food down there, 
and the price students pay for it , 
seems to suggest that part of the 
blame lies with ARA 
management and the university 
administration. 
For example, the price and 
size of their .beef sandwich is just 
not compatible · with the price 
and size of an Arby's roast beef. · 
Arby's beef also seems to be 
more tender. 
Why should students patronize 
a school fast food service when 
they can get better food in more 
sizable proportions for a lesser 
price somewhere else? 
I've gone to Wright Station their continued existence on 
asking for a chocolate shake, campus. 
then being told that they have Snyde Comments is written by 
no chocolate. Nothing like that Guardian Editor Tom Snyder, a 
would happen at any other fast registered Democrat, a film 
food restaurant. analyst, and an "effete, 
ARA will need more than an impudent snob." 
advertising campaign to justify 
Swedish Communists 
have fallen arches 
STOCKHOLM (UPI)-Swedish 
Communists are trying to bring 
McDonald's "Golden Arches" 
tumbling down because they say 
franchised hamburger chains are 
"a danger to the working 
people." 
An irate party member 
accused "the American cultural 
imperialism of spreading food 
not native to Sweden," and he· 
lamented that the hamburgers 
did n't have any essential 
vitamins and minerals. 
Arne Soederkvist, chairman of 
the Communist representatives 
on the Stockholm City Council, 
said in an interview Thursday 
that "the hamburger culture is a 
dnager to the working people.' 
The chains not only ruin the 
cu.stomer's health because of the 
poor nutritional value of the 
food but also because " the 
people have to eat very fast and 
under pressing conditions-lots 
of people and noi se," 
Soederkvist said. 
"First we learned to do our 
shopping very fast in 
supermarkets," like the 
Americans "and now we must 
also learn to eat fast," he said. 
Soederkvist lamented that the 
final blow of the chains was that 
they "mostly employ very 
young people and the work is a 
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Graffiti 
Sta II walls fertile ground 

To the editor: 
You have finally broken down 
my resistance and led me into 
t he misinformed , 
misinterpreting, and grossly 
misleading arti~les. 
I recognize the danger of the 
respo nse, especially when 
considered in light of the 
traditional springtime frenzy 
that the warriors of the 
Guardian work themselves into 
as they roast student 
government types on an offset 
skewer. (I must admit I had to 
decide if the roasting is justified, 
but then all of the facts are 
supplied by the Guardian itself). 
The major impetus behind my 
mounting this shaky podium was 
·published in the February 6 
edition of the Guardian under 
the title of Snyde Comments. In 
this article Snyder expressed his 
lack of understanding at how 
several members of the academic 
council could have voted against 
my first proposed amendment to 
the University Promotion and 
Tenure document and for the 
se~ond o f my proposed 
amendments. 
If Sny.....der was so confused, I 
would have hoped that he would 
have inquired from one of the 
council members who behaved 
in that fashion before taking up 
three columns of print 
displaying his ignorance. 
In his article Snyder also made 
statement to the effect that Dr 
Levine cut the student's 
collective throat and reneged on 
h~ promise to Student Caucus. 
Being · the only member of 
Caucus to have approached Dr 
Levine concerning my proposed 
amendments, I found Snyder's 
remark a creative bit of fiction. 
There were no promises made by 
any of the members of the 
Council that . I spoke with 
- concerning my amendments, of 
which Dr Levine was one, and to 
my knowledge there were no 
cloak trade offs of student 
support: 
I do disagree with Dr Levine's 
reasoning on the university 
pro m9tipn and tenure 
committee but feel that it is 
necessary to grant him the 
respect due a person who thinks 
out ~is opinions within his own 
frame of work of morality and 
reasoning, before acting. 
Snyaer also accused the 
tenured faculty on the council 
of voting down our first 
amendment. I think the majority 
of those who voted no may have 
.,.. been- tenured, but in his next 
Paragraph -Snyder thanks three 
faculty members by name for 
their support of our effort, two 
of the three are tenured. 
My last major dispute with this 
particular article of Snyder's is 
his attack on Dean Hutchings. I 
feel that this was a product of 
ignorance ·and misunderstanding 
.on Snyder's part. He exhibited 
the fact that he had very little 
feeling · for the P and T 
document that the Council has 
been .-laboring over for such a 
long time. I understand that 
Dean Hutchings is not overjoyed 
by, the prospect of students on 
Promo ti o n and tenu re 
committees and I dispute his -... 
reasoning but he is not the one 
who is going to formulate the P 
& T committees, as Snyder 
should know, the . college 
promotion and tenure 
committee is formulated by the 
faculty of the college. ' 
Again I disagree with both 
Dean Hutchings' reasoning and 
vote, but before joining Snyder 
in the call for his resignatioh I 
think there should at least be a 
review of Dr Hutchings' 
performance as Dean of Science 
and Engineering. It seems that 
little facts like that should not 
be overlooked. 
There were .eleven more errors 
in that February 6 issue that I 
will not itemize but have 
verbally mentioned to the 
editors and hope fo r a printed 
correction buried deep within 
the bowels of the paper. 
Finally, I ~hope that Snyder 
.	will take my two major points to 
heart, even when e4itorializing 
an editor has responsibilities to 
fact and truth (especially in' a 
student subsidized paper). 
The editor is· ultimately 

responsible for the quality of the 

paper, when the same type of 

complaints come in time and 

time again he probably would 

take a close objective look at the 

cause and attempt to correct the 

error instead of defending them. 

Robert Harvey 
Student Caucus Chairer 
Editor's note: Caucus Chairer 
Robert Harvey himself is the one 
who is in error. 
Two Caucus members told 
Editor To m Snyder that Levine 
had to ld Caucus he ·was going to 
vote with Caucus. One of those 
members told him that Caucus 
has made _an informal agreement 
with Levine that they would 
vote his way if he voted their 
way. 
One of our reporters has 
confirmed that Harvey himself 
said Levine had told him he 
would vote in favor of the 
Caucus amendments. 
Harvey apparently has 
forgotten what he told our 
reporter. 
Also, Snyder did not say, as 
Harvey suggests, that none of 
the Academic Council members 
who voted for both amendments 
were tenured. Snyder only 
referred to the members who 
voted against them, who he 
thought were probably mostly 
tenured faculty: 
We find it strange that in a 
column which praised Caucus' 
efforts, particularly Harvey 's 
verbal eloquency, Harvey ' 
himself disagrees with it. 
Apparently, he is more 
interested in pandering 
anti-student faculty members 
than in improving 
Caucus/Guardian relations. 




by Ramonia Knox "Kilroy was here" (He really God, Just us, face it."Having attended this · gets around) , Jesus Saves-TV "You face it, come to ourUniversity for quite some time, I Stamps, and "Have a happy meeting," was a reply. "Jesushave had occassion to visit most day." helps us to see the light." "Youof the women's restrooms in the Some more recent ones are: "I see the light sister, you gettingvarious buildings. I am sure I'm smoke dope, and I love it. I get took." "Don't waste your time,"not alone when I state that I high!" "Make Love-not war," etc and this "I gaye my life toread some of the graffiti written "Star Trek Lives," Rock+ Roll! Jesus, you are a fool!"there. It makes me wonder, who of late, there have been some There are a few pictures on thecould be writing such English! new developments , now that walls, there are symbols for.In all fairness, Millett hall Dick has been taken care of, women in sexual congress withseems to be the most written on thoughts have turned to love, women, some equality signals,location on campus, (what does Lesbian Love, "Saphhos army,'' somebody advertising histhis mean?); much to the dismay "Females United- call___," plupique, others recommendingof the custodial staff, I am sure. "Cherry loves men and I love him.Looking back over the years her," Woman's Love Rights, These messages, pictures,on the walls, in the stalls, I see a Sister+Sisters and (my personal scriptures are written with alltrend emerging. favorite) "White Straight" types of writing paraphenalia,First there was Vietnam, a (could this be another name for some even scratched in, if theyburning issue, but it was Wright State)? are washed off, they soonreplaced by "Tricky" Dick Great religious debates are reappear.as if by magic.Nixon. Oh my, some of the taking place on the walls in the One woman wrote that shethings that were written about stalls. "God is the way," "Jesus was doing a study of people whothat poor man! is the light," "Love one another, write on walls in stalls, and toThe old favorites are always God loves you," "Jesus showed keep up the good wor~ .there, the telephone numbers, us the way, he is love." "Be''Bob+ Car ol + Te d +Alice ," realistic an't not Jesus, An't no 
to the editor 
To the editor: rehabilitation of those members mature developing just beforeI read with considerable of society who have lost their his death a sense of compassioninterest Ramonia Knox's "moral compasses" in pursuance and sympathy for all thedelightful account of the of the "American Dream". Since suffering inexorably attendantdifficulties she incurred one day Knox, did not personally register upon human existence. Onlyon the way to a das~ics class the car in question and since the then would he have-handled the(Guardian January 30, 1975). discrepancy was merely a situation • as well as Ramonia Instead of hearing an analysis of technical error, not a moral flaw, Knox did.the tragic flaw of Achilles, she there would be no justification Joseph. F Moriartyended up in the Fairborn· jail. whatever for her to spend any Instructor, Classics While most of us, I'm sure, time at all in a prison. Once To the editor:would have had only · one informed of the error, Knox The food ~rvice at Wright
thought in mind, how to get qut, needed only sufficient time to Statio.n is simply terrible. After
Knox actually found time for . having once been served soggyrectify it. Thus, there would bemusing on what Achilles would frenGh andfor Achilles and all idealists in fries a poorhave done in a similar situation. 
a hamburger, I decided to giveKnox's situation conflictAchilles is the first portrayal in them the benefit of the doubtbetween the stated goals of ourWestern literature of the and try again. Well, the secondsociety and the particular means(excessive) idealish of youth. 
employed to further them. time around the hamburger wasThe social code of the Heroic 
If Achilles 	 so-so (remembering to givewas toAge required that there be a 	 willing let credit where it is deserved!); theAres change one thousand shipsperfect correlation between a fries were good but the pack wasof Greece's finest soldiers into aman's contributions to society barely half filled and the hotand his 	 few urns of ashes (to useplace in that society. coffee was cool. Therefore aAeschylos' metaphor) ; all for aUnfortunately, the Greek armies poor-rating for their food andbesieging Troy were captained slave girl of no great signigicance service should be considered byto him, Briseis, then there wouldnot by the best man, but by the ARA to be a compliment.be no limits to what he wouldgreatest, ie the one who had ,Why can't Wright Statereceived the sacred sceptre from have done after he had been contract with a firm likearrested on so trivial a charge asZeus, Agamemnon. This McD'onald's to come on campusa typographica~ error on aincongruity with the heroic code and set up shop? I believe thatregistration form. If the arrestingis easily explained in terms of.­ there are enough students onofficer dared to touch him,the age of the principals and the campus that would eat there toAchilles might well have assultedhistorical causes of the war and justify a smaller_scale McDonaldshim. This Greek hero simplyoffered no difficulty to any of operation on campus. Up atwould have found any injusticethe other Greek chiefs such as Ohio State McDonald's has aor incongruity of the natureOdysseus or Diomedes. To 
Knox experienced an unbearable small operation at one of theAchilles it was sufficient campus b~ildings so it must notaffront to his honor in defensejustification for the destruction be impossible to do the sameof which he might have easilyof the entire Greek army or, at 
lost his freedom and possibly his here at Wright State. ' least, from the complete failure 
life. To him, it would have been I, for one, would like to seeof the expedition to Troy. In 
an even exchange. In the face of McDon.alds on campus, and I'mmodern terms, Achilles is the 
the almost overwhelming sure that the rest of the studentkind offellow who would knock 
suffering such an attitude body wouldn't object. Thanx.down the wall trying to kill the 
entails, even Achilles gradually Spiro Vassilopoulos fly on it. 

There is an immediate and 

direct transference of the .. ,Complaints against the Guardian may be addressed to our 
fundamental conflict depicted_in o ffice in room 046 of the University Center or to our 
the Iliad to the tragic-comic faculty advisor, Gene Eakins. 
situation described by Knox. If the complaint still desires action, he may request Dr 
For Achilles and all idealists, the Allan Spetter, chairer of the student pubiications 
ultimate ' and only justification sub-committee, put the complaint on . the sub-committee's 
of prisons in a democratic : agenda. The sub-committee will decide future action on the _....._ __ _complaint. 
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Battalion . Labeling ·children called harmfulBake Sale The 4th Pennsylvania 
There will be a bake sale Battalion is a group of young 
beginning Wednesday at 8: 30 men interested in recreating 
am across from Wright the life of the 
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The very good with children and has The pain was described in theContinental 
Station in Millett. The soldier. 
labels that society places on held a child care job with a study by an institutionilezed, 
proceed from the sale will millions of children are often family for five years. No record retarded youth: "They take me As America's Bicentennial more harmful than helpful, a of services needed.provide entertainment for the as if I'm not a smart person. Inears, the 4th Pennsylvania report issued Thursday by theVeterans administration, -John shows up in similar mean they act like I don'tBattalion will be participating Department ·of Health, ·Barney's Children Medical reports as emotionally disturbed. understand things, which I doin many historical Education and WelfareCenter, Fairborn Nursing What is not ·recorded is that his understand things. That's acel-ebrations and concludes.home and Kettering Senior re.-enactments. They welcome father is an alcoholic who terrible thing; I'd never do that Labels like "handicapped,''Citizens. tyrannized his home for years. to anybody. I'd rather be deadnew members who wish to ''low-income;'' ''retarded," Nor is it recorded that John than have people act Hke I'm notindulge their taste for history. "cul tu rally disadvantaged,"Liberal Arts makes movies of remarkable a smart person."For more information, call '(d~linquent," '-'slow-learner" orLecture Series perceptiveness.Victor Wells at 890-7363 or "hearing impaired" may make itTwo pr·ograms on 228-6271. While not completely rejectingeasier for a teacherexperimental films and a or social -Bill is reported as visually classification, the study worker to excuse the inability to h~ndicapped, which he is. Whatlecture "Feminism and concluded that sometimes such Socialism" are scheduled this help a child , it said . But these is not recorded is that Bill is a News . labeling can help get children thesimplified labels often mask real diabetic, has an IQ of at least week in Wright State's services their problem needs.needs that children have. 160 and is a superb musician. No current Liberal Arts Lecture "On the other hand," theseries. Both presentations are The report cited these record of services needed . report continued, a label "canhypothetical cases:open to the public without Shorts blight the life of a child, reducecharge. - Jane shows up on summary These are complex individualsGallup at WSU opportunity, diminish hisEd Emshwiller, a pioneer in school records and state reports and their needs are lost by aGeorge Gallup, the nation's confidence and self-esteem, non-narrative -filmmaking and as "mentally retarded-educable." simplistic labeling system, saidexpert on public ?Pinion alienate him from others,artist-in-residence at National What is not recorded is that Jane the report, prepared for HEW bysurveying, will offer his nurture a meanness of spirit, andEducational Television's New cannot read, that she is a Vanderbilt . University teamviewpoint when he appears at make him less a person than heattractive and pleasant, that sheYork City laboratory, will headed by psychologist NicholasWright State tomorrow at 4 could become."needs dental care and that she is 
pm in Oelman auditorium as 
show several recent , NET Hobbs. 
color videotapes at 10 am 
part of the current WSUtomorrow in mom 031 of the 
Artist and Lecture series. TheCreative Arts Center. At 2 WRIGHT STATE BOOKSTORE .pro'gram is open to the publicpm, Emshwiller will show 
without charge.some of his most important These pr_oductions will be
film works, followed by a presented on February 20discussion. through 23 and again from
Dr Rosemary Ru~ther, February 27 through March 2
associate professor of at 8 pm in the Workshop
historical theology at Howard t heat r e. For t i cke t
university and author of two reservations, call toll free
books scheduled for 864-1461. 
publi~ation later this year on 
human liberation, will speak Study Filmmaking 
at 12 noon Wednesday on Students with a strong 
"Feminism ·and Socialism," in awarement and involvement 
room 228 Millett. Ruether in the social sciences, creative 
will also speak at 2: 30 pm writing or in the arts, who 
Wednesday in room 182 have the interest and 
Millett as part of a seminar potential to express VAL. TO 5.98 
co-spo ~sored by WSU's themselves in a new medium, 
political science and religion can study filmmaking for a MANY GREAT NAMES 

departments on the year on a full-ti~e basis. The INCLUDING: CREDENCE 

Marxist-9hristian dialogue. Gray Film Atelier, .an CLEARWATER 

KINKS,
Ruether will speak on independent movie studio REVIVAL, THE 
SUN FIGHTER,"Tr.anscendence and with an attacfied apprentice JEFFERSON AIRPLANE,
Dogm-atism in the school, is sponsoring ·an BEATLES, DEEP 

Marxist-Christian _ Dialogue." apprentice program in PURPLE, JAMES GANG, 

THE GUESS WHO,
filmmaking at Hoo~ick Falls, 
DOORS , OLIVIAQollege Students' New York near the Vermont NEWTON JOHN. JIMI 

Poetry Anthology border. A number of HENDRIX, NEW 

The National Poetry Press apprentices now at the SEEKERS, YOUNG 

announces - its spring Atelier are receiving credit for - BLOODS , NILSON , 

ELVIS PRESLEY,competition. Any student their work from a sponsoring B.B. KING AND THE BYRDS.
attending either junior or college or university. 

senior college is eligible to Candidates for the 1975-76 

submit his/her verse. There is Atelier program are now 

no limitation as to form or being revieweP. Interested 

theme. Shorter works are students should write Gray 

preferred by the Board of Film Atelier, Wilson Hill 

Judges, because of space Road, Hoosick Falls, New 

limitations. Each poem must York 12090 for mor~ 

. be typed or printed on a detailed information. 
"separate sheet, and must bear Antioch Area Theatrethe name and home address Three one-act plays byof the student, and the Black playwrights arecollege address as well. scheduled for the AntiochEntrants should also submit Area theatr~. They will be $2.99 ALBUMS INCLUDING: J. GEILS .name of English Instructor. presented together in an BAND, DERRICK & THE DOMINOS, VAL 2 9Manuscripts should be sent EDGAR WINTER, ISAAC HAYES, •evening of theatre entitledto the Office of the Press, ERIC CLAPTON, BETTE M IDLER, TOThree in Black, directed by TOM RUSH·, FIRESIGN THEATRE,National Poetry Press, 3210 Esteban 'vega. ISLE OF WHITE AND THE FIFTH 9.98 •LP's
Selby A venue, Los Angeles, DiMENSION. 
California 90034. The closing Placement Correction 
date for the submission of Th~ Mason Local Schools - ­
ma nu scripts by college are looking for elementary 
"SELECTED CLASSICAL ALBUMS ARE ON SALE NOW AT $2.49. FAMOUS 
ORCHESTRAS PERFORMING FAMILIAR CLASSICAL SELECTIONS ~ystudents is April 10. school teachers. SUCH COMPOSERS AS: MOZART, BEETHOVEN, TCHAIKOVSKY, CHOP.IN,It was erroneously listed in . DEBUSSY, MAHLER, BACH, HAYDN, COPLAND, SCHUBERT, GERSHWIN, .the Office of Career Planning PUCCINI, VERDI, RAVEL, PAGANINI, AND SCHOSTAKOVICH."New Nexus a.:id Placement's monthly 
The new Nexus is on sale at recruiting schedule that they 
the Bookstore, at the Nexus would be interviewing for a 
office in the basement of the staff accountant. 
University Center adjoining They will be on campus 
the Rathskel~er or at the recruiting Tuesday, February 2.49 
Nexi.ls booths. Price is 50 18. Sign-ups begin Monday,
cetftS. February 10~ 
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Pep band, little known, plays on 
by Susan Opt 
If you mention Wright State's 
pep band, the majority of the 
people here will have no idea 
what you are talking about. 
Most of these people never 
attend the basketball games and 
so they don't get a chance to 
hear the pep band. 
The Varsity pep band was 
formed in the fall of 1972, 
under the direction of Francis 
Laws. Laws also conducts Wright 
State's stage band and brass 
choir. 
Laws said the band consists of 
21 people of which Pam 
Roberts, Don Campbell, Bryce 
Dahlfors, Angela White, and Jeff 
Bishop nave been playing from 
the band's formation. 
o-:= ·~ 
"The band is open to all
-·1~ot"~ University students, not just 
music majors," Laws said. The 
players are paid on a stipend but 
he emphasized it's no place to 
seek employment. 
Bookstore thefts hi_gh 
but not exceptionar 
"One has to get the approval 
by Connie Buchenroth rebate on books," Goeggel said of the Director of Bands, Myson 
There is a problem with however, we will not k.now Welch, and then the best people 
shoplifting at the Wright State anything until all of January's out of the volunteers who come 
University Bookstore, but the figures are completed." to rehearsal are chosen," 
problem is a common one on The student caught lifting explained Laws. 
college campuses. books can find themselves with According to Laws, the pep 
"Losses due to shoplifting add deep disciplinary problems. band rehearses seven times 
up to about five percent of retail "What ~an happen," said Bruce before the actual performances. 
sales or $10,000 yearly," said Lyon, Dean of Students "is a "Often," he noted, "it's only the 
Francis Goeggel, WSU Bookstore combination of disciplinary second time the band has played 
manager. probation, suspension, or a a song when the audience hears 
"The reason for this low rate combination of both." it." 
of losses has to do with the "None of the cases we've dealt Many times people complain 
maturity of the students at with recently have been on about hearing the same song two 
WS\J, most of whom are stolen books," said Lyon "but or three different times. But 
workiAg as well as going to we're ~ taking an increasingly according to Laws they just 
school," Goeggel added. "We are tough line in the disciplinary don't have the time to learn new 
combating the problem to $Orne area of stolen books." music for each game. 
extent but we don't want to put­ Lyon also said that a great deal "after all," said Laws, "people 
up · mi rrors and cameras, of book theft occurs during the go to the basketball games and 
however, we do enforce the use week that the bookstore buys see the same plays over and over 
of the book drop during the rush back from students, and that again and don't complain."

period. 
 many of the thefts have So far the pep band has played 
"We have been trying t~ students, rather than the at every home basketball game, 
reduce prices as much as possib~e bookstore, as the victim. said Laws. Sometimes they 
at the bookstore," Goeggel Information concerning more perform around the community. 
continued. "The normal reductions in prices at WSU "For example, we were the 
mark-up is 50% for notebooks Bookstore will be discussed this first instrumental ensemble to 
and we have reduced ours to month, however Goeggel noted play at the Dayton Convention 
40%. We've reduced art supplies that all profits go to the general center when it first opened," 
and lowered used book prices. fund and that more expenditures pointed out Laws. They also 
We are trying to maintain prices . have gone into price reduction played at last year's Christmas 
Where they have been.· ~ this year than in the past. celebration in Courthouse 
"We have considered starting a 
Br~ast -feeding brings suspension 
(CPS)--A woman faculty acted to prevent a "decline in caught anyway and suspended 
rnernber at a small California school efficiency because for violating the new rule. 
college has been suspended for secretaries, clerks, and cleaning "I thought it was preposterous 
breast feeding her baby on women might desert their duties for me to have to run to a 
campus. to breast feed their children" if service station to see my child 
The furor started last year the Holiday precedent was when there were so many 
~~en Rosanne Heliday began permitted. It passed a regulation unsupervised children of 
ringing her 2 -month-old banning the presence of faculty students on campus," Holiday 
daughter to campus while she children on campus during class said. 
~\lght classes at Southwestern hours. Following her suspension, a 
llege in Chula Vista. She Holiday was not about to give student-teacher poll showed that 
ernployed students to babysit in, but was forced to nurse her . 92% of those surveyed had no 
•bile she was actually teaching child in the rest room of a objection to faculty children 
and ' th between classes she nur.;ed nearby filling station. She was being on campus. 

e child in a women's faculty 

ounge. · 
Officials objected on the UNTIMELY PREGNANC.Y?f.0Unds that the college was We have a safe alternative. 
:ble fot any accidents that 
Abortions performed up to 20 weeks by Licensed andth~ht ?appen to or be caused by 
highly qualified obstetricians. No appointment needed forM child while on campus. So 

t l'S. Holiday took out insurance FREE ffiEGNANCY TESTING 

l~b· . eliminate th~ college's 
 CALL ABC)RTION CLINIC or
tol~Uty, and meanwhile openly National Health Care Services 
tee . her classes that breast 
Toll Free No. 1-800-362-1452ding was a beautiful 
eaPerience. In Cleveland 795-1900 ­
10605 Chester Ave 
'l'he Board of Trustees then Cleve Oh 
square. attempt to form a pep band five 
"Our main purpose, however, or six years ago at WSU but they 
is to perform at the basketball played so badly no one would 
games," Laws said. "The small listen, said Laws. 
amount of time we spend on a In talking to a few students 
piece does not allow us to who had heard the pep band, the 
perfect our music up to a reactions were favorable. 
concert level." One student said, "I wish the 
Law's major complaint was people in charge· of half time (of 
"that most students don't realize the basketball game) would leave 
we have a pep band that can out some of the stupid things 
play, one that is successful." like a free throw contest and put 
Evidently there was an the band in instead." 
Greene county sheriff 
makes campus arrest 
by Jim Pritchard According to students who 
Thursday February 6, Wright witnessed the arrest, during the 
State Security assisted the search of the man, narcotics 
Greene county Sheriff's were allegedly seen taken from 
Department in the arrest of an the man's po-ckets. Simms said 
allegedly mentally-ill subject on the search of the man was 
the WSU campus. According to "standard procedure" when 
Sgt Carl Simms of WSU arresting a suspect, and even if 
Security, security received a call drugs were found in the man's 
from the Greene county possession, it was not the reason 
Sheriff's office which said the for the arrest. Simms said the 
man's wife had called them and Greene county Sheriff were 
that he was apparently on the under court order to have the 
WSU campus. man arrested for mental reasons. 
The WSU security officers Simms said the man would be 

assisted the Sheriffs in locating escorted directly to a state 
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$10 per dc;mation for your valentine. 
Plasma twice a week. Or 
whole blood every 8 weeks. 
Mon.-Sat. Free .Parking 
~bloodalliance 
1 
Ne~us has pluses, minuses 

Defusing food illusions 

from Conservation News 

by Georg Borgstrom 

There is a confusing array of 
boo ks c o ncerni ng the 
resou rces-foe d-people cn s1s, 
ranging from excellent through 
fair to downright confused and 
wacky. The late Ogden Nash 
once pontificated that "I would 
rather have my facts all wrong 
then have no facts at all." The 
facts bearing on this enormous 
and ala!ming crisis are many, 
and some of them are 
complicated. Some of the facts 
which get cited by some of the 
·"authorities" are in the hard test · 
of reality no facts at all. 
The situation in some respects 
is reminiscent of the fable of the 
blind men and the elephant. ·The 
sightless gentleman who 'had 
hold of the elephant's tail got a 
very different picture of the 
creature from one who was 
fondling his ear or some other 
portion of his anatomy. A 
consolidation of half a dozen 
such panelists was even less 
realistic than a camel, which has 
been described as a horse put 
together by a committee. 
Borgstrom has been sifting the 
facts in this general area for 
many years, and his conclusions 
are set forth in many volumes of 
which several-among them Too 
Many and The Hungry 
Plane t;ha ve made notable 
contributions to the popular 
understanding of the problem. 
This volume appeared just as the 
United Nations' population year 
was getting underway. It 
contributed a good deal more in 
terms of general enlightenment 
than some of the literature of 
the UN has contributed. Its nine 
qrief chapters range from "The 
Golden Age" (mainly devoted to 
the revolution-charged 19th 
centu ry), "The · G lo b al 
Population Tide" (still rising, 
alas by an unprecedented 90 
million a year) through the "Big 
Illusions: Trade, Urbanism and 
The Energy Swindle." 
0 ne example may be 
pertinent. We are told in many 
discussions of the food problem 
that heavily populated countries 
like Holland and the UK with 
population densities of many 
hundred people per square mile 
"prove that the world is 
nowhere near its ultimate 
carrying capacity in the 
production of food. Borgstrom 
makes a compelling case that 
such countries do not remotely 
ap proach self-sufficiency in 
food. To claim that this is so is a 
dangerous and harmful illusion. 
Such countries depend for their 
ample diets on what he calls 
"ghost acreage" located mainly 
in other continents and in the 
sea: "trade acreage" and "fish 
acreage." The tilled land within 
the United Kingdom co'ntribute'.:> 
to the feeding of the people -less 
than half of the food provided 
by the "ghost acreage." 
Such considerations as these 
are the necessary elements of a 
realistic appraisal with respect to 
food. Borgstrom's modest 
volume is a good jumping-off 
place for a voyage to explore the 
MIRV-headed dilemma which 
increasingly threatens even the 
survival of the human race. It is 
not possible in so few pages to 
de-fuse all the dozens of illusions 
about people and calories which 
perplex and mislead the human 
race today, but Borgstrom has 
made a valuabe contribution. 
"Great decisions 75" features Smith, Weng 
Great Deciszons 1975, a 
lecture series sponsored by the 
department of Political Science, 
yvill continue Wednesday at 2 
pm in room 151 Millett with Dr 
Reed Smith and Dr Alan 
Spetter's discussing "Soviet-US 
Relations, Is Detente for R eal?" 
Next week, "Brazil, Pacesetter 
for South America" will be the 
topic, and the week of February 
23, Dr Robert Thobaben will 
discuss "Our Changing World 
Economy." 
Th(:. rst week of March, Dr 
Kanti Kotecha will lecture on 
"ControlHng Nuclear Weapons," 
and the week of March 9, 
"Japan" will be discussed by 
Ching Yuan. 
The week of March 16, Mary 
Brown will discuss "The Oil 
States, of the Persian Gulf" and 
lecture program coordinator Dr 
Byron Weng · will finish the 
lecture series the week of March 
23 on the subject of "Oceans 
and the Seabed, How Should 
They Be Governed and 
Exploited." 
Weng, extension 4 7 4, can 
supply any additional 
information of the lecture series. 
by Tom Snyder 
Nexus, the student literary 
magazine Winter issue is now on 
sale in the bookstore, the Nexus 
office in the University Center, 
and other areas on campus. But 
this issue seems to have gotten 
rid of one problem, only to have 
been replaced with another. 
The graphics have improved 
~ince the last issue, which 
offered little student 
contributions simply because the 
magazine had few submitted. 
However, the general writing 
quality has gone downhill. 
There are some really nice 
graphics in this issue, 
particularly the pictures on the 
cover, a nice photo of a girl for 
the story "Amy Kingston and 
the Question of Slavery," a nice 
double exposed photograph of 
some children playing, a fine 
drawing of an old man smoking 
a pipe, and a couple other good 
draw ings of profiles. 
There are a few useless 
photographs, like the one of a 
frog, and one of the leafless tree, 
but the · graphics are greatly 
improved. 
As to the writing, two of the 
short stories are so poorly 
written that they look like cheap 
high school material. 
"Circle of Blood" by Marilyn 
Rowand attempts a sort of 
Edgar Allen Poe mood piece, but 
it not only borders .on the 
ridiculous, it is ridiculous. 
''And Her Nam Was 
Clementina ..." is a shallow 
piece on people's greed. The 
dialogue is ridiculous with such 
memorable lines like 
"Elongodongo will not be the 
same again!" 
But there are a few good 
pieces of writing. 
Stephen Woodward, a 
perennial writer of Nexus 
contest winners, pulls off atour 
de force in his fine piece, "Amy 
Kingston and the Questio n of 
Slavery." 
It's full of ironic' twists and 
turns. Ba sicall y, it ' s a 
characterization of a girl with a 
rich father, who lives in a kind 
of world of her own. 
Mark Willis scores big with a 
metaphorical poem on love 
called "Apricot Cake." It leaves 
one thinking, which is more than 
can b~ said for the two bad short 
stories I mentioned. 
Susan Scibetta presents a fine 
characterization of Dayton's 
Brown street in her poem called, 
naturally , "Brown Street." 
I also liked the last poem in 
the magazine, called 
"Perspective," by Barbara 
Heinen. 
The other poems attain no 
particular excellence. 
One hopes that Nexus' last 
issue of the year will put 
everything together, writing and 
graphics, to end the year with a 
bang. 
But that ultimately remains up 
to the students, who must 
submit good material to make 
the magazine itself good. 
Despite the flaws, Nexus as 
usual is worth the fifty cents. 
Two claim toilet discrimination 

CINCINNATI (UPI)-Two 
16-year-old girls have taken their 
fight against pay toilets to city 
hall. 
Debbie Schimberg and Eve 
Lackritz, co-chairers for the 
local chapter of the "Committee 
To End Pay Toilets in America," 
ha~e asked City council to pass 
legislation banning pay toilets 
here. 
S.chimberg, in arguing that pay 
toilets are discriminatory, asked, It's an unethical infringement on 
"have you ever seen a pay human rights." 

urinal?" The girls claimed the pay toilet 

She also said pay toilets cause industry was a $30 mill ion a 
embarrassment and year business. 
discomfort-if you don't have a "Let the lock companies make 
dime and can't find anyone with locks to keep burglars out, no! 
a dime, you may have to resort women," said Lackritz. 
to crawling under the stalls," A city council comrnitt~ 
added Lackri t z. "It's referred the girls' proposal to th1 
exploitation at its worst-taking city administration for study 
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An engirieering problem 

(Editor 's note: This is the first his typewriter. In thJ"ee hours he hours a week in a factory would 
of a two part interview with a produces a story that is about give me enough time. But not a 
Wright State student who has 1500 words long. Hardcore management job. In bank 
become involved with tabloids such as Smut and Screw management you have fear, you 
pornography. On Thursday he seldom use stories much longer have politics, you have a 
will talk about his experiences in than that. Except for adjusting a grapevine. It's an unhealthy way 
an erotic book store.) comma or two, he doesn't revise to live. It screws up· your mind. 
by Mark Willis the story. 	 The decision to leave the .bank 
Ed Fogarty isn't a fat, Ed Fogarty has deve~oped a and go back to school wasll't 
bald~headed, cigar-smoking guy formula for writing porn. hard to make." ' 
wearing a dirty shirt ; he isn't "You always begin with some As jaded and cynical as Ed 
ch a ined to a battered dialogue between the characters Fogarty claims to be, he 
using lots of four-letter words. It 	 has a dream.Smith-Corona; and he doesn't nevertheless 
drink rotgut whiskey straight grabs the reader's attention. This Someday he wants to write a 
from a Wild Turkey bottle. Once is follow-ed by about 200 words serious fiction about "the great 
he thought the sort of creature of a specific, fairly kinky sex act unwashed", the derelicts and 
who wrote hard-core to clench the reader. Fellatio down-and-outs who live in the 
pornography fit this stereotype. and cunnilingus are the biggies slums he grew up in. Nelson 
Ed Fogarty's brain doesn't on the East Coast. But on the Aldren's Man With the Golden 
squirm like a toad's, either; he West Coast you have to use Arm is an example 9f the kind 
doesn't cruise the bus station; something kinkier." of fiction he wants t o write. 
and he doesn't live in a seamy The East Coast market "They're better people than 
basement. includes papers like Smut and many think. They're vigorous 
A "straight" Protestant Screw. The West Coast market is people, but they're incoherent 
background is what he claims to much weirder, according to Ed because they're uneducated. The 
nave come from. He's been the Fogarty. It includes a ' monthly average reader of books doesn't 
manager of a loan company, and t.abloid called Fetish Times. In know anything about them." 
more recently he worked in the addition to more straightforward Ed Fogarty, of course, is a 
management of a Dayton bank. perversions such as domination pseudonym. No .porn writer uses 
Now he's an English major at and sado-masochism, Fetish his real name. Writing hard-core 
Wright State. At age 40 Ed Times specializes in ((kinkier" isn't anything to brag about, but 
Fogarty says he isn't a sexy guy. stuff such as foot fetishes and he doesn't feel he has to be 
But he has become a porn enema freaks. secretive, either. He's told his 
writer. "There are actually people girlfriend (she disapproves), and 
A lot of writers, at one time or who get off on giving each other he's told one of his English
another., have muttered, "Well, if enemas and taking pictures of professors (he thinks it's 
things get any worse I can it," Fogarty says. "I haven't "funnier than hell"). Some of 
always write porn." Ed Fogarty stooped as low as writing enema h.is old friends at the bank think 
did that, but his decision came stories, but I .did try a foot fetish it's funny, too; they're
not at the frustrated end of a piece called 'Foot Freak'. I got continually ripping off his 
career, but at the anxious the material from Krafft-Ebing. I contributor's copies.
beginning of one. During the day don't know how it will go over Ed Fogarty \\'.ill graduate in 
he was studying the m,asters of at Fetish Times. June. He expects to go back to 
English literature; from midnight "In the remaining 1000 or work at the bank , getting up 
to eight am he was working as a 1200 words you might include a early at 5 ah:1 to do his writing.
cashier in an "erotic" book store brief flashback explaining how He says he'll continue writing 
near Fifth and Ludlow. Out ·of the characters met. Then you hard-core; it's an easy market, 
boredom one riight he picked up just string together several more and even if it's porn, there is still 
Smut, one of the tabloids that descriptive sex acts. Porn is some ~go satisfaction in b~ing
feeds the fantasies of the episodic; you don't need a plot. published. He doesn't think porn
hard-core world. Ed Fogarty You include some shouting. For will interfere with his more 
reacted predictably. "Hell, I can some reason it turns porno fans serious writing projects, either. _, .•..• • write.better than that." on to hear girls screaming dirty "Writing porn is mostly an .. Last July he tried it. He found words. In between sex acts (after engineering problem. If you're•• that he could write better than all , they have to get tired some fascile with words. If you need• • the average porn hack, but that time) they roll over and smoke a to make a buck.'• 	 • didn't sell his story. The cigarette or maybe have some rejection slip from Smut dialogue. After they finish one (CPS)-Postal officials at the 
l • 
• • 	 -----------­• ~~ • 	 explained that his story was too of them pants something like, Memorial Union on the Indiana• 	 long; it contained too much plot 'Oh, gee, that was really University campus in• ~ · -• 	 and not enough sex. With this something! They sigh a little. Bloomington were puzzled by a· • 	 advice in mind, Ed Fogarty Then maybe they hear a train group of IU students who• _# {f'/f,l} ~J'~ •• 	 faithfully revised it. He wrote whistle in the distance , a.nd it's . wandered around campus and• o\. THE LIONS DEN 	 ten more stories in August: over." into the branch - post office·• 	 • - Seven more were rejected before What does Ed Fogarty feel dressed as creatures from other• 1227 Wilmington Avenue • he turned his first trick with ·an after his characters have sucked planets.• • incest piece involving an uncle and fucked their way through "This is Alienation' Month," 
11• ~~ .1-i ·~j'" ... ;I'°\ 	 and his favorite niece. Smut 1500 words? said a female "alien" with a nose•• Cl°+ . c. o~ • bought it for $40. - "You feel very let down," he ring and antennae.' "We are goint

' • There's more to writing porn says. "You feel a little relieved to the Post Office to register.
• 	 stop in this week • than simply sitting at · a because you've just turned 	out We're from outer space."lra11?1 m tyand s0f'on l y 
part ies welcome:• • 	 typewriter and letting your 1500-1800 words. But you also January is the month during• • .. ..~ .................... fantasies roll ; Ed Fogarty feel a little disgusted. You turn which all non-citizens residing·in 
explains. But not much more. the radio on. You turn your the US must register their · Abortion lnformation Service "Of course, you can't be a mind off. You go for a walk or addresses with the federal 
complete virgin and write porn. cook breakfast. But you can't government.
VERY CLOSE TO AREA But remembrance of the way keep the story in your mind. The aliens, who wore makeup, 
things were for me isn't enough. Why? Because you have a sense egg crates, false arms, and other 
I have to do some research." Ed of disgust about it." costumes entered the branch
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy F9garty's cookbook for porn is Sex isn't that important to Ed post office on .the IU campus 
Terminated By Licensed Physicians 	 Kraf.f-Ebing's massive Fogarty . anymore. He cal)'t and asked for alien registration 
Ps ycopa thia Sex ualis, a identify with the "middle-aged forms. They offered to trade- aImmediate Arrangemen ts 
collection of more-than 300 case dirty old men" who make up the 	 silver platter full of beads for thewill be rriade with no hassel studies of various sexual hard-core audience. At the age forms, but were told by postal 
. perversions. of 40 he says he feels jaded and employees that the branch had 
Starting at $125.00 Now porn-writing is. a cynical. Porn writing didn't do no such forms. 
For your convenience open even on Suncfay morning methodical process for .Ed this tp him. Working at the Martha Adams, one of the post
Fogarty. Although he only management level in business did office employees on the scene,
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE writes between school terms, he it. "If I could be 20 again, I'd do was as confused as anyone. 
can churn out eight or ten thin,gs differently ," he says. "I'd "Were they doing. it just for 
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Only OSU Bucks make bucks on 
iriterc611egiate sports in' Ohio 
COLUMBUS (U PI )- State and t heir deficits included the Miami University , $608,598; 
Auditor Thomas Ferguson said University of Akron, $396,243; Kent State Unive r sity, 
Friday only Ohio State Central State University, $ 859 ,1 7 8; Cleveland State 
University of Ohio's 12 state $80,216; Youngstown State University , $465,696 ; Bowling 
supported or assisted universities University, $426,059; Wright Green State University, 
made money on their State University, $189,287; $678,169; and. the University of 
intercollegiate athletic program Ohio University, $740,400;, Toledo, $31,087 . 
in 1974 leading him to conclude 
that "taxpaye~s are subsidizing Celina captures twOintercollegiate athletics," in 
Ohio. Celina's Western Ohio Branch and went back to Celina 78-7'2 
Ferguson made public a report ·campus basketball team upped victors. 
on the income and expenses of their ·season record to 5-13 with February 1, the Lakers 
state university intercollegiate back to back road victories traveled to Richmond to tangle 
athletic programs for Thomas recently. with Indiana East, and, paced by 
Conlan, Cincinnati, a member of The Lakers traveled to Steve Moeller 's 25 points, 
the Ohio Board of Regents. Lancaster to tangle with the humbled the hoosiers by an 
"This office is interested in Ohio University extension tl~ere, 84-83 count. 

attempting to ascertain the 

amount, if any, that either 
 Friends_will have to pay
university general fund money, 
or student general fee money, is 
utilized to subsidize (CPS)-Friends of star athletes 
intercollegiate athletics," said will now have to buy tickets to 
Ferguson. 
Ferguson said he would have 
to "conclude. that indeed 
. taxpayers are subsidizing inter· 
collegiate athleti<ls." 
He said only. Ohio State 
University showed an "excess of _ 
profits over expenditures" in 
operation of its 197 4 
·intercollegiate athletic program, 
which amounted to $518 ,322. 
Ferguson said the University 
of Cincinnati had the largest 
deficit at $908,999. 
The other state universities 
. FOR SALE ~-------·-------­
FOR SALE: 1971 Mont~ 
. Carlo, power steering, powe~· 
brakes, air and automatic, 
brown with brown vinyl top, 
low ·mileage, new tires- Best 
offer. Call 222-8725 after 4 
pm. 2-6-2 
FOR SALE: Humidifier, fits 
on furnace. New, st ill in box. 
Must sell; need school money. 
Can install. 864-1490 after 
6:30. 2-6-2 

3 INCH screen television, 





reciprocals, memory, etc $30. 





1967 OLDS Cutlass, 4-door, 

good condjtion. New brakes, 
$450. 298-5747. 1-27-6 
1972 OLDS Delta 88 Royal. 
PS, PB, air, AM-FM stereo, 
4-door, brown· with tan vinyl 
top. $2400. 298~5747. 1-27-6 
1973 FORD STATION 
wagon. Air, radio , power, low 
miles. One owner, A-1. 
Sacrifice $2495. 224-9819. 
1-23-6 
the big game just like everyone 
~lse. 
At the annual convention 9f 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association ~NCAA) the body 
voted in favor of a ban on the 
distribution of complimentary 
tickets directly to athletes. It 
was hoped that- the ban would 
eliminate the widespread 
practice of athletes' re-selling 
them for a profit. 
Frank Broyles, head football 
coach at the University of 
Arkansas, who proposed the ban 
·1972 CHRYSLER. 4 dr 
hardtop, 1 owner, low miles, 
ps, pb', air, 6-way power seats, 
vinyl top. A-1, $1650. 
224-9819. Dave Goldman 
1-23-6 
FOR SALE: Panasonic 
AM-FM 8-track indash unit. 
New $160. Make offer. 
Perfect condition. 277 ~8071. 
2-3-3 
--RooMs-~-
ROOMMATE NEEDED to 
share apartme nt with 
handicapped student spring 
quarter. Trq:isportation 
ne-cessary. Contact Mary Ann, 
room 103, Residence Hall or 
ext 1256. 1-30-4 · 
FEMALE ROOMATE needed 
to share 3-bedroom 
apartment in Kettering. 
$80.00 plus utilities. Need 
immediately. Call 226-5505 
or 226-5508 from .8: 00-5: 30 
Monday thru Thursday. 2-6-3 
· FOR RENT 15 min from 
WSU, one bedroom apt $75 
plus 1h utilities. Liberal 
at mosphere-very. 1 or 2 
people, children welcome. 
Call Rick 275-2373 2-10-2 
said it would do much to · 
eliminate "the No 1 abuse in 
college sports today." 
Randy Wilson wins . 
Randy Wilson ignored the 
Guardian predictions and not 
only won the Guardian's 
January 30 basketball pool, but 
a freebie Rathskeller pizza as 
well. 
Wilso n picked eight winners, 
compared to Dave St ickel's five 
correct predictions. The other 
three Guardian editors picked a 
mere four correctly . 
Ads 
HOUSE FOR sale-UD area, 
$900 down- $131 a month. 
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8 
NEED 3RD friend, male or 
female, to share older house. 
Large yard. 1h mile from WSU 
on Col Glenn. Pleasant, quiet, 
liberal atmosphere._Rent $38 
month plus utilities. · Call 
Marty 426-3284 after 5:30; 
or ext 638 Mon/Wed. 2-6-6 
I'LL BE looking-for a place in 
East Dayton near the WSU 
bus line for next quarter or 
soon. Anybody with. info on 
t his please ca ll 
8 7 8 -15 1 7 - Bill , evening~ 
before 10:30. 2-6-2 
HELPWANTED 
FEMALE TO work in Xenia: 
restaurant 25-35 hrs at $2.00 
or more. C~ll 376-1931 after 
7 pm,. Tuesday-Saturday. 
2-10-1 
H E LP TO ASSIST 
handicapped student. Need 
someone to 'write what I 
dictate and to drive on 
weekends. Have extra room if 
person wants to live in. 20 
minute s fro m WSU. 
The athletic department would like to know, though 
everybody knows what it is, nobody has seen one. 
We think that regardless of what the department decides a 
Raider looks like, it should capture the essence of the 
campus. 
Furthermore, it has occurred to us that most of the 
"raiding" on the WSU campus takes place on persons' 
pocketbooks, so we think that the above impression is 
m uch closer to what a Wright State Raider is than some jive 
pirate caricature. 
ANY STUDENT desiring a 
ride to WSU on Wed 5:30 to 
9:30 or Thurs 7:00 to 9 :00 

for library work or class, 

plea~e keep this number on 

hand. Gayle, 837-0220 or 

837-1701 and leave message. 

Share gas expenses. 2-6-6 

LOST AND FOUND . 
REWARD OFFERED for ~ 
information leading to return 
of TI calculator. Lost in 
Fawcett, Room 401 on 
Monday 27. Call Gary 
859-8102. 1-30-6 
LOST: 1 plaid scarf, in Allyn 
or Millett on Fri, 1/31, 
- between 8 & 9. Sentimental 
value, $5 reward. 878-5165 
after 7 pm. 2-6-2 _ ,... 
/MISCELLANEOUS 
·1 SOUGHT the Lord, and he 

heard me, and delivered me 

from all my fears. Psalm 34:4 

-Alan Weaver 2-10-1 

AUTO REPAIR: A-1 VW 
service. 5950 N Dixie. Engine 
rebu ildi ng-$ 20 0 , valve 
grinding-$110.95, brake or 
EXPERT TV /Stereo service 
and repair. Retired ,, NCR 
employee eljjoys the work. 
Fair and reasonable rates. 
Bob/256-0943. 2-6-2 
WILL DO typing on electric 
typewriter. Very . quick, 
accurate and reasonable. 
Contact Joy Bolender at 
837-5297 anytime. 2-6-6 
TYPING DONE for faculty 
and students. You write it. 
I'll type it. Papers, theses, etc. I 
Qualified. Call Nancy Rouch 
277-2319. teoq 
GUITAR LESSONS Call 
·Mike 278-3004. 2-6-6 
GET TOGETHER for 
GRAY PERSIAN lamb coat. 
Excellent-G<>ndition. 25 years 
·old. Cost $1 ,000 will sell 
$125. 890-3821. 1-30-6 
1972 GRAN TORINO 
4-door, ps, pb, air, vinyl top. 
One owner, low miles A.-1, 
sacrifrce .$1850. 222-9819, 
Dave Goldman. 1-23-6 
FOR SAL~-2 WSU nursing 
uniforms & caps- size 
11-12-1 never worn. All for 
$35. 878-16.71. 2-3-3 
l FEMALE ROOMMATE 
needed: Group of friends 
need extra person to help 
meet rent costs-$31.25 + % 
utilities. Private ft~mished 
room on Wayne Ave next to 
Forest. 254-0176 after 4. Ask 
for Donna. 2-6-2 
H 0 USE TO re'nt-.-4-6 
students~ i mm e di a t·e, 
summer, or fall 
terms-individuals or groups. 
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8 
233-6231. Prefer female but 
will accept male or female. 
tfn 
BARTENDER WANTED, . 
I ron Boar, 970 Patterson· Rc;l~ 
294-4 7 44. Contact: Scott 
Stimmel. 2-6-2 
---.--~-·~RIDES - . . . ·--,------ /RIDE NEEDED to Wayne .· 
and Wyoming from WSU 
after 11 pm. Call 256-7046 
after 5, ask for Fred. 2-6-6 
muf fler-$39 .95 , tune-up 
$20.95. 10% discount to 
anyone having a WSU ID 
878-5702. 2-3-8 • 
WANTED: WORN -OUT 
jeans. Any sizes, holes, fray: 
No matter 50 cents per pair 
426-763_9. Ask for Marc 2-3-3 
' WANT TO join or form 
cooperatively-run weekly 
play group for one, two or 
.three year olds in Beavercreek 
area. Call 426-8206. 2-6tfn 
exercise. A WSU student is 
interested· in organizing an 
exercise group. For further 
information, call Susan 
254-7029. 2-6-2 
OPEN PARTY-Band' & 
bee~$2.00 donation or 
BYOB: Friday, Feb 14, Place: 
Amity Green Party House in 
Fairborn. Time: .8:00-? For 
more · info contact Russell 
"Jenks" Jenkens or Chris 
Argires. 2-6-4 
RoSs leaving coaching 

[Continued from ~age 1.] has been at the expense of major 
compliment earlter this season. colleges," Ros.5 said. 
"This team has come a long way. It is no secret that the small 
I think we played well because attendance at basketball games 
our kids respect them. It won't has also disturbed Ross. "I guess 
be long before we'll have a real it is hard to understand the 
rivalry between us, Wright State, situation with the crowd. Being 
Cincinnati, Dayton, and Xavier. a commuter campus and having 
I don't mean that is 10 years off, little alumni doesn't help the 
I mean it is right around the matter." 
corner." Among the first names to 
Forecasting is difficult, but enter the derby for the coaching 

John Ros.5 has brought WSU a job was assistant coach, Jim 

long way since his first JV team Brown. "I hate to see Ros.5 step 

back in 1969. down for a number of reasons 

"My biggest disappointment is among which is our recruiting 

that this team has never received program. The situation is very 

a NCAA invitation even though unstable right now and I just 

the majority of our twenty . .. hope the position is filled soon." 

lo~s during the last three years 

Grote leads again as 

Raiders sack Urbana 
 • The resignation press conference drew a crowd. {Allen Wilganowski photo] 
by Tracey Jayne Thompson WSU was leading the Knights 

For the fifth straight game, by only three points, 49 to 46, 
 WOBC team has budget cutjunior Bob Grote was high scorer 	 at the first half before a crowd 
as the Raiders downed the of 563 persons. by Gary Floyd demand to drop basketball last Celina Dean John Uphoff had 
Urbana Blue Knights 82-76 Wright State will be at Celina basketball coach Bill year, former dean Norwood claimed neutrality in the 
Cleveland State Saturday at 8Wednesday evening in Urbana. Sacher has to be the most Marquis threatened to fund the 'conflict. 

school WSU has beaten
Grote, with a game high of 24 pm, a frustrated man in Mercer team out of other student funds. A compromise was reached 
season, the openpoints, has been high scorer in 9 	 once already this and county. Not oniy has his Th is year, anti-basketball after senate held an 

three times in succession. 
of the Raider's 18 games th~s Western Ohio Branch campus forces made up about half of the meeting on the subject, 
season. Tuesday, February 11, the team managed to lose all but six WOBC's 24 person student according to Merkle, though the 
Also cracking double figures Raiders entertain Cumberland at of their games in the last two senate, who were irate because WOBC will have a basketball 
were Lyle Falknor with 16 	 7: 30 pm and on Saturday, years, bbut Sacher came close to the proposed basketball budget team next year, they agreed to 
February 15, WSU will gopoints and Rick Martin with 21 losing the basketball team. 	 would take approximately a take some budget .cuts. 
against Bellarmine at 8 pm.points. The anti-basketball movement fourth of the senate's $22,750 

Player G FG FGA Pct FT FTA Pct Pts Avg started in Celina last year, a year budget. 

Bob Grote 18 121 221 .548 77 100 .770 319 17 .7 the Lakers finished with a 1-17 

Lyle Falknor 18 119 249 .478 52 66 .789 290 16.1 record. 

Rick Martin 18 101 213 .474 23 34 .676 225 12.5 "Some students just felt that 

Steve Shook 18 52 108 .481 19 31 .613 123 6.8 then; wasn't enough interest for · 

Dan Swain 18 32 66 .485 16 21 .762 80 4.4 basketball here," said Sandy 

Jun Cu nningham 18 25 67 .373 9 11 .818 59 3.3 Merkle, WOBC "Student senate 
 Join the 
Doug Jemison+ 8 26 74 .351 5 7 .714 57 7.1 chairer. "We only have around 

Jim Hough 17 23 59 .390 5 6 .833 51 3.0 600 students. We have to play at 
 third biggest
Dan Brinkman 17 15 23 .652 9 16 .562 39 2.2 Celina high school gym, and 

Sam Kilburn 10 8 21 .381 6 10 .600 22 2.2 some felt that the team was 
 lamityin theMike Herr 15 7 20 .350 4 14 .286 18 1.2 receiving more money than there 

Neil Reif 10 3 14 .214 3 4 .750 9 /0.9 was interest for." 

.WSU tntals 18 532 1135 .469 ·228 320 .712 1292 71.7 According to one source, when 
 world. 
Opponents totals 18 492 1069 .449 222 341 .651 1206 67 .0 presented with a student senate 
.---------------------------------------------..... Imagine an order of 
22,000 priests and brothers inWrestlers, 
73 countries around the world. 
(That's a pretty big family.) 
BOOKSTORE 
women But that's what the 

Salesians of St. John Bosco

roundballers are all about - a large family
CLOSED 
victorious 
of community-minded men 

dedicated to the service of · 

youth . (And no one gets lost.) 

by Jack Farling In Italy in the 1800's a ch ance meeting between a poor
Saturday (February 15) Sunday ( Feb-ruary 16)
The Raider wrestling team 	 priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such 

success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
Picked up a pair of wins and Monday 	 priest who brought youth back from the streets - and
Wednesday night to extend their . back to God. 

season record to 9 wins and 7 
 FEBRUARY 17th He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray wouldlo~es. make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with 

Wright State beat the reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
PRESIDENTS' DAV atmosphere of family.
University of Dayton in a close 
, The ide3ls of St. John Bosco are sti ll with us today. Hismatch, 27 to 14 and walked over 
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,Hanover by 37 points in a 41 to 
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
4 rnatch. Individual winners for human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the 

Wright State were Mark Gerhart Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is. 

(134 pounds) Eric Harman The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived. 

(158), Terry ' Mohr (177), 

Eugene Wright (126) and Jim 
 BID EUCHRE .------....-- ....-..,IVoisard (150). I For more information about Sales ian Priests andI Thursday night the women's 	 Brothers, mail this coupon to: Father Joseph:affei, S.D.B. Room A-basketball team won their TOURNAMENT 
&econd game of the season 

~inst .Wilmington, 55-18. The 
 lI Salestans ~~x~~• • J~~NR~C~~,~?NY. 10802 I Jgb point scorer for the Raiders I am interested in the Priesthood D -Brctherhood O 

las Sandi Pedrotti with 16 
 Feb. 21-st, Friday 	 IName 	 Age ____~ints and the high rebounder
& ~th 10 was Margie Coate. For 	 Street Adurers ··----------------- ­or 	
·1 per 16 point performance, Sandi Sponsored by ZTA 1 
I 
City _______ ____ state____Zip-----
I 
:e: tbedrotti was named player of
in 	 Phonetie Week. High point scorer for First come, First serve 
~tnlngton was Linda Kaiser I Educa'-ion I 
'"••h 8 points. I..... Your Current Job-Sign-up .Feb. 3-7 in UC 
~----------
12 GUARDIAN, February 10, 1975 
Shaking arm shouldn't stop intercourse 

by A mold Werner, MD 
Address letters to Dr Arnold 
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, 
MI 48823 
{Q] Every time my boyfriend 
and I have sex his left arm 
shakes. Although at first it really 
bothered me, I finally became 
used to it but in doing so he 
became self · conscious about it 
and now it is ·bothering him. 
Could there be some 
pshychological or physiologic 
reason behind this problem? Is 
there any way we can make it 
stop? 
(A] With sexual excitement 
there is often an increased rate 
of respiration which can lead to 
some involuntary muscular 
contractions. More importantly, 
there is a generalized increased 
muscle tone and with orgasm, 
muscle spasms are not unusual. 
Assuming that your boyfriend 
has no other evidence of left 
sided difficulties, I cannot give 
an explanation for why it is only 
his left arm that shakes. 
But, why bother stopping it 
from shaking? Imaginative 
solutions such as giving him a 
tambourine or bell to hoid 
would only prove distracting or 
dangerous and, as you hinted, 
the more attention paid to it the 
more likely it is to become 
bothersome. 
[Q] Why don't men shave their 
underarms? Wouldn't they 
perspire less and thus have less 
body odor to worry about? 
[A] The question is backwards. 
It should be: why do women 
shave ·their underarms? Shaving 
or not · shaving your underarms 
will not change the amount you 
perspire. The body odor of fresh 
perspiration is not offensive 
whereas rancid sweat smells 
pretty bad, hair or no hair. The 
presence or absence of body hair 
relates strictly to people's ideas 
o.f what looks good, and so is 
heavily influenced by cultural 
factors. 
{Q} The other day I noticed a 
small line of print on my box of 
salt: "This salt does not supply 
iodide, a necessary nutrient." 
Somewhat surprised, I · had 
always thought that salt was still 
supplied with iodide, I noticed 
the same admonition on almost 
all the-salt brands in the grocery 
store. 
What gives? Does salt no 
longer supply our iodide 
requirements? If so, what food 
sources ·can one use to obtain 
this nutrien t? 
[A] Once upon a time many 
people living in the Great Lakes 
area suffered from low thyroid 
function and developed goiters 
(large swellings of the thyroid 
gland) . The problem stemmed 
from insufficient amounts of 
iodide in their food and liquid 
intake. Iodide is necessary for 

the production of thyroid 

.hormone. Not only was there a 

lack of iodide in drinking water, 

but the land was very iodide 

deficient (something related to 

glaciers, I'm told) so that 

vegetables grown there were also 

deficient. As well, cattle and 

other animals. whose feed came 

from the area also picked up 

little iodide so that no matter 

.. . what one ate, there was a chance 
of becoming iodide deficient. 
The problem was solved by 
states passing laws requiring 
grocery stores to sell at least one 
brand of salt in which trace 
amounts of iodide had been 
added to make up for this 
deficiency. In fact, most 
manufacturers for many years 
seemed to have made only 
iodized salt. The amount· of 
iodide in the salt is very, very 
tiny and does not cause any 
harmful effects and probably 
was responsible for eliminating 
goiters from the _Great Lakes 
basin. 
It is unlikely that such a 
situation could develop today_ 
since we receive our food 
supplies from various regions 
across the country, and often 
our vegetables and meat have 
ample supplies of iodide in it. 
With a reduction in the problem, 
fewer people are concerned 
about iodide in salt and less of it 




3 pm-6 pm 
FREE POPCORN 





TUESDAY-WRIGHT STATION . 
11 am-2 pm 
"The Return of the 











5 pm-6:30 pm 
All you can eat 
$1.75Complimentary 
featuring carved steamship
Coffee round of beef 
In Addition 
the following items will be available in the Center Cafeteria 

(short order line) Monday thru Friday .5 pm ·to 6:30 pm 

· London Broil Raide_r Burger The Wright State Reuben 
French Fdes Salad French Fries Salad French Fries Cole Slaw 
$1.95 ­ $1.7~ $1.45 
